vessel design & manufacture

The company

#01 perfection

IN STAINLESS STEEL
MOESCHLE GMBH
With a clear commitment to outstanding professionalism and our capacity for innovation, Moeschle
GmbH has become one of the leading suppliers of
stainless steel tanks and containers.
"Ongoing product improvement and production optimisation are the keys to Moeschle's
success."
When the company was founded in 1970, delivering uncompromising quality and focussing on our
core competence were our priorities. Since we
manufactured our first containers for a winegrower
in Baden, we continued to build on our strengths,
allowing Moeschle to quickly develop into a continuously expanding company with real innovative
spirit and high-performance production technology.

Container capacities up to

1 MIO. LITRES

3
sites
150 employees

ex
60%ports

in main sales region
throughout Europe

ON-SITE PRODUCTION

Since 1970
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"Since the company was founded, delivering

Customers expect continual improvement in qua-

uncompromising quality and focussing on our

lity, efficiency and affordability; indeed, the mar-

core competence have been our priorities."

kets impatiently expect manufacturers to develop
and enhance their products on an ongoing basis.

We aim to determine new markets for the future

This leads to more intense competition and has

and to consolidate and build on our leading posi

caused us to streamline our management pro-

tion in container and apparatus construction. We

cesses, strengthen our sales division and work

will achieve this through ongoing product deve-

more closely with customers.

lopment and product optimisation. And behind all
of this are our highly-qualified employees, who

In doing this, we have to satisfy the needs of the

have extensive product know-how.

market by further developing our products on an
ongoing basis. We continually want to set the bar

"Our employees are individuals with expert

that little bit higher for the industry as a whole

knowledge of their field."

and thereby secure the "Moeschle Group's"
position as the technological leader in the future.
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customers Throughout Europe

QUALITY FROM GERMANY

CLOSE TO OUR CUSTOMERS

Today, the name Moeschle is known virtually all

In order to optimally serve the key markets of the

over the world. Whether it's for local winegro-

future in Eastern Europe and the UK, the subsi-

wers, international fruit juice manufacturers or

diaries Moeschle Polska Sp. z o.o., located near

large industrial companies, Moeschle products

Poland's border with Ukraine, and Moeschle (UK)

are synonymous with state-of-the-art techno

Limited in Sheffield were founded in 2002.
SHEFFIELD (UK)

logy of the best quality.

ORTENBERG (D)

DyNÓW (PL)

"Moeschle has expanded as a result of its

England's

has

The wine- and fruit-growing area

The Polish town situated near

The Moeschle Group's exports in its main sales

innovative force, high-performance techno

been home to the company's

of Ortenau in Baden has served

the Carpathian Mountains has

areas in Western and Eastern Europe are more

logy, qualified employees and proximity to

sales office for the UK and Ire-

as the company's headquarters

been home to the company's

than 60%.

its customers."

land since 2002.

and production site since its

production site and sales office

foundation in 1970.

for Eastern Europe since 2002.
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steel

capital
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Services

#03 Providing
comprehensive support

Manufacturing
Where experience meets know-how.
We use state-of-the-art technology
to turn our customers requests into
reality at our two production sites.

Design
Every tank has to satisfy stringent

Installation

safety and customer requirements.

Because our containers can hold up

Ultra-modern CAD software is used

to 1 million litres, it is more practical

to ensure this.

to install containers above a certain
size on-site.

Development

after-sales service

We undertake systematic and

Our high quality standard requi-

continuous research to improve

res us to be there for our custo-

our products.

mers at all times, even after they
have made their purchase.

YOU ARE OUR PRIORITY.
Planning & advice

We consider our customers to be partners whom

Your individual requirements are the focus of

Here, we focus on face-to-face

we accompany individually through the entire

what we do from the very beginning. For this rea-

discussion with our customer.

production process, including production prepa-

son, we conduct intensive planning and consul-

ration, the production process itself and our after-

tancy talks prior to each project. The combination

sales service. Only when all the components of a

of our engineers extensive experience and the

solution installed by us are seamlessly integrated

latest CAD software guarantees effective results.

in your overall operational processes do we con-

Only in this way can a perfect stainless steel solu-

sider a job to be successfully completed.

tion be created from an abstract planning model.
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Technology

Our quality standard is basically supported by

We perform

three factors: the quality of the material, the pro-

X-ray tests in line with DIN EN 1435

duction process, which we accompany every

ultrasound tests in line with DIN EN 54125

step of the way in a specialist capacity, and tech-

sheet thickness measurements

nical know-how. There is a good reason why we

roughness measurements

are investing in increasingly powerful production

VT tests (video probes)

systems. As an ISO-certified company, we regu-

PT tests in line with DIN EN 571-1

larly perform audits and undertake further trai-

(surface crack tests)

ning too.

#02 Manufacturing bumped boiler ends

technology

#01 Automatic welding

#04 finest

DIN ISO 9001:2008
Directive for Pressure Equipment certificate
(AD2000)
Directive for Pressure Equipment certificate
(module H)
specialist operation according to §19 of

#03 Orbital welding

We are certified

Germany's Water Management Act (WHG)
#04 Automatic grinding
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Products

#05 The right response

to every requirement
For beverage

For other specialists

manufacturers

For food

For chemical and pharmaceutical

manufacturers

manufacturers

One material, a multitude of
benefits
Numerous construction possibilities provide the

more than just wine and beer. We can suggest an

best conditions for optimum use of space. Whe-

innovative, forward-looking response for special

ther it has integrated cooling options, heating op-

solutions for which you have specific storage re-

tions or agitators, whether it comes in special

quirements.

shapes or sizes, a Moeschle tank will safely store

"Nothing is impossible!"
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Tasteless

Juices

Easy to clean

Beer

Safe

Wine

Stainless

Oils, fats

Temperature-resistant

Paints, solvents

Pressure-resistant

Water and much more

Acid-resistant
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moeschle’s gallery

#06 A Dazzling

range of products
#02
#03

#01 CIP tanks #02 Pasteurisation tanks #03 Spirit tanks #04 Wine tanks
#01

#02

#04

#04 Wein-Tanks
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#01 Wine tanks #02 Pharmaceutical containers #03 Juice mixture containers #04 Spirit tanks
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#01

#02

#03

#04
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#01 Water treatment containers #02 Apparatus for sugar processing #03 Fermenter
#04 Heat exchanger

#01

#02

#03
#04
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#01 Apparatus for producing confectionery #02 Filter pipes for food
#03 Process tank for confectionery #04 Brewery process tank

#01
#03

#02
#01

#04
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ERNST MOESCHLE
BEHÄLTERBAU GMBH

MOESCHLE (UK) LIMITED
The Quadrant

moeschle polska
sp. z o.o.

Kinzigtalstraße 1a

99 Parkway Avenue

ul. 1 Maja 6

77799 Ortenberg/Baden

Sheffield, S9 4WG

36-065 Dynów

Phone: +49 781 9386 0
Fax:
+49 781 316 68
info@moeschle.com
www.moeschle.com

Phone: +44 114 2270536
Fax: +44 114 2270539
sales@moeschle.co.uk
www.moeschle.com

Phone: +48 16 67653 30
Fax: +48 16 67653 31
moeschle@moeschle.pl
www.moeschle.com

